
Back to School Solut ions!

Back to school is upon us. It's new. It's di�erent. It's uncertain.

Help students and teachers navigate their
new routines  with items that allow them

to adjust with ease and keep themselves safe.

Lunch Sack Non-Woven Cooler

This eco-friendly lunch sack is made of 80gsm non-woven poly and o�ers an a�ordable retro style that is

ideal for everyday use. Features a thermo lining, a hook and loop closure, and a convenient grab handle. A

front slot pocket allows you to keep napkins and other small snacking essentials within easy reach.

Available in black, navy blue, red, royal blue, and yellow.
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Deluxe Face Shield -

 Adult and Children Sizes

 Help reduce the spread of germs and protect each other. Includes extra forehead padding for additional

comfort (and they are imprintable). Manufactured in the USA, one-size �ts most (headband easily adjusts),

and optically clear design that enables better interaction. Ideal for teachers, administration, students, food

service and custodial personnel.

Blank  Desk top Shield

Help students social distance with a desk shield. Features an optically clear polycarbonate panel for them

to see through and solid side wings. Comes blank so that students can personalize with their name and

own design. Also features a built in mask holder for students to have a convenient place to store their

mask. Shield size is 23"W x 23"H x 12"D. Also available printed with your school logo and colors.
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Removable Wall Decals

Grab attention to hand washing and other protocols with wall decals designed to adhere to a variety of

smooth, �at surfaces and are easily removed. Stock designs available or use your own design. Full color

printed on a white vinyl with removable adhesive. Size is 12" x 12", but other sizes are also available to

meet your needs.

Bus and Car Magnets

This circle magnetic car sign features a .035 thickness, 5.75" round, and can be printed with a stock design

or your own custom design. It can be easily be removed and reused without leaving any residue. Also

available in other shapes and sizes.
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Essential Back  to School Kit

Make sure they have the essentials for safety! This kit includes a full color mask and 1 ounce antibacterial

hand sanitizer inside a plastic pouch. All are custom printed to show your school pride. Mask is 3 layer

construction, soft and breathable fabric (95% poly, 5% cotton), and is washable and reusable. Sanitizer is

citrus scent and is made in the USA.

In-Ear Earbuds with Case

These in-ear headphones come with a 48" long cord and includes 3 di�erent sized interchangeable buds

for the most comfortable �t. Compatible with most audio devices and are stored inside a compact,
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protective travel case with white plastic base and clear lid. Available in white, blue, black, green, and red.

Folding Smartphone and Tablet Stand

This simple ABS plastic phone and tablet stand snaps �at for storage and features a textured rubber panel

to hold devices in place. It measures 2.125"W x 3.0625"H x .375"D when folded �at and 2.125"W x 2.625"H

x 3.16"D while in use. Available in black, blue, red, or lime green.

 Don't see what you are looking for or
have something else in mind?

No problem! Reach out to us today and we can help

you �nd the  perfect item.

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.

Did you receive this as a forward and would like to sign up for our

newsletter and product spotlight emails?

 Click here to sign up!
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